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Lexington Theological Seminary’s Conversations on Stewardship & Finances Project engages with partners, students, and congregations to help address the increasing economic challenges facing ministers. The six-year project has been funded by grants from Lilly Endowment Inc. through its Theological Schools Initiative to Address Economic Challenges Facing Future Ministers (ECFFM). The project has sought to address financial literacy, improve institutional practices, and research the implications of bi-vocational ministry. Project goals include:

I – Conversations with Institutional Leaders – influencing the larger conversation between undergraduate and graduate theological institutions regarding financial literacy, student debt, and the cost of higher education.

II – Conversations with Students – enhancing and enriching efforts to educate Lexington Theological Seminary students about biblical stewardship and the implications of consumer and student loan debt on ministry.

III – Conversations with Congregations and Pastors – conducting research to understand the implications of bi-vocational ministry on the choices and financial viability of clergy and congregations.
Dear Congregational Leaders:

Welcome to “Conversations with Congregations: Exploring Implications of Bi-vocational Ministry for Clergy and Congregations.” Lexington Theological Seminary (LTS) celebrates your interest in learning more about bi-vocational ministry and how it impacts the choices and financial viability of both clergy and congregations. We hope you find this resource to be a helpful one. This guide provides a glimpse into some of what we are learning at LTS through our research project with bi-vocational ministers in Kentucky and the congregations they serve. It includes information and questions to provide resources for pastoral leaders and congregations to reflect on bi-vocational ministry and congregational life. By reading and engaging with the information in this guide you and your congregation will:

• Discover key benefits and challenges involving congregations and bi-vocational ministers;
• Uncover some of elements within your congregation related to its identity, history, and mission;
• Explore dimensions of the economic challenges your congregation faces and the way it compensates leaders for ministry; and
• Locate additional resources for continued learning about bi-vocational ministry.

Sincerely,

Charisse L. Gillett
Rev. Dr. Kristen Bentley

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in Kentucky

Charisse L. Gillett
Kristen P. Bentley
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A. Introduction — Bi-vocational research at Lexington Theological Seminary

In 2014 Lexington Theological Seminary (LTS) partnered with the Christian Church in Kentucky (CCK) and began plans for a research project concerning bi-vocational ministers in Kentucky. LTS and CCK wanted to know more about the experiences of the significant number of ministers who serve bi-vocationally, pastoring in congregations while also being employed outside of the congregation.

Much of the earliest work in the research project was guided by a research advisory team made up of leaders familiar with bi-vocational ministry. The team assembled in 2014. Members included Rev. Bruce Barkhauer, Director of the Center for Faith and Giving, Christian Church (Disciples of Christ); Rev. Sharon Fields, ordained minister with the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) who has served as a bi-vocational minister in Kentucky; Rev. Dr. Lon Oliver, regional staff with the Christian Church in Kentucky who also has served as a bi-vocational minister; Dr. Charisse Gillett, President, Lexington Theological Seminary, and Rev. Kris Bentley, Project Director. The team helped develop the scope of the research project, including the initial survey fielded in 2015 and semi-structured interviews conducted in 2016-2018 with thirteen bi-vocational solo pastors and twenty lay leaders in congregations they pastored. The survey was administered in May 2015 by Research Services of the Presbyterian Church (USA), which fielded the survey and conducted initial analysis of the survey results; they also helped develop questions used in the semi-structured interviews and assisted with the content analysis of the interviews.

The 2015 survey was conducted primarily online; paper surveys were mailed to ministers who did not have email addresses. A total of 110 people from the population of ministers completed the survey. This represents a response rate of 60 percent. Of the 110 respondents, 40 percent identified themselves as bi-vocational ministers.
The survey was a quantitative study with qualitative responses. That is, the survey included mostly close-ended questions that were assigned numeric values, but also included some open-ended questions to which respondents provided answers in their own words. The survey results were analyzed for differences in responses between bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers. Where appropriate, quantitative data was analyzed using statistical tests of significance. Quantitative data was analyzed using content analysis. The survey included questions about demographic information, financial stability and security, congregational budgeting and stewardship, as well as satisfaction with ministry. The interviews with pastors and lay leaders focused on the ministers’ calls into pastoral ministry; congregations’ understanding of their history, practices, and cultural realities; financial matters; and the impact of bi-vocational ministry on pastors and congregations.

In 2018 the research project expanded its attention to include Disciples of Christ theological students and their expectations regarding bi-vocational ministry. Using responses of Disciples of Christ students to the annual student questionnaires administered by the Association of Theological Schools (ATS), we were able to examine what proportion of theological students were considering they might serve bi-vocationally after they graduated.

Looking at recent Disciples graduates across the United States and Canada, we found a significant number of Disciples of Christ students graduating from theological studies see bi-vocational ministry in their future. Among Disciples who graduated in 2013-14 through 2016-17 from theological schools across the United States and Canada, 37 percent indicated they expect they will hold another paid position in addition to ministerial work after graduation. Another 23 percent reported they are considering bi-vocational ministry after graduation. Graduates’ bi-vocational ministry plans varied greatly by race/ethnicity, with 60 percent of Hispanic or Latinx students and 58 percent of black/non-Hispanic students planning on bi-vocational ministry compared to 33 percent of white/non-Hispanic students and 17 percent of Asian or Pacific Islander students (see Figure 1 below).

**Fig. 1 - Disciples Graduates Anticipating Bi-Vocational Ministry 2013-14 to 2016-17 by Race/Ethnicity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anticipating bi-vocational ministry after graduation?</th>
<th>Asian or Pacific Islander</th>
<th>Black, Non-Hispanic</th>
<th>Hispanic or Latinx</th>
<th>White, Non-Hispanic</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsure about being bi-vocational</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No plans to do ministerial work</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[1] Graduating Students Questionnaire, 2013-14 to 2016-17, Association of Theological Schools, Pittsburgh, PA.
The proportion of Disciples of Christ graduates anticipating bi-vocational ministry after graduation and the way it varies by race/ethnicity is reflected in the wider population of theological students. Responses to the 2017 ATS graduating student questionnaires from all members schools shows 30 percent of graduates are anticipating bi-vocational ministry, with higher percentages among black/non-Hispanic graduates (57 percent) and Hispanic/Latinx graduates (41 percent) expecting to serve in bi-vocational ministry after graduation.2

Educators and church leaders are paying increased attention to bi-vocational ministry. As Rev. Dr. Loida I. Martell, Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean at LTS, has stated, “This study of bi-vocational ministry is providing early data about a phenomenon that has always existed in ministry, but often overlooked until broader swaths of the ministerial population have come under its classification.”

The LTS research project has helped us identify three ways of thinking and speaking about bi-vocational ministry. Some point to economic challenges for congregations that mean many can no longer fully fund a minister’s employment and see the model of bi-vocational ministry as a “sign of the times.” Others, particularly those in African American or Hispanic/Latinx contexts as well as those in rural communities, see bi-vocational ministry as the way they’ve “always done” ministry. Some also look at the model of bi-vocational ministry and perceive a missional potential and describe it as being on “the cutting edge” of the future.

These narratives reveal the varied experiences for congregations and ministers related to bi-vocational ministry. They also demonstrate that some congregations have long-term experience with bi-vocational pastors that could help others build their capacity for well-being and thriving in ministry. Pastoral leaders and congregations can learn from each of these perspectives as we broaden our horizons to include the diversity and depth of experience within bi-vocational ministry.

B. Ten Questions Every Congregation Needs to Ask about Bi-vocational Ministry

Congregations benefit from taking stock of where they are and reflecting upon their mission, history, and identity. The following ten questions can help with this kind of ‘taking stock’ in relationship to bi-vocational ministry, whether a congregation has long-term experience with a bi-vocational minister, has never had a bi-vocational minister on staff, or is contemplating calling a bi-vocational minister for the first time.

1. How does the congregation understand its mission? _______________________

2. What is most celebrated at the heart of the congregation’s life? ____________

3. Is the congregation either considering calling a bi-vocational minister or is it served by someone who is bi-vocational? If yes, why; and if no, why not? _______

4. What is the congregation’s history related to bi-vocational ministry? _________

5. How does having a bi-vocational minister impact the congregation’s mission? _____________

6. Describe the role of lay leaders, including deacons and elders, in the congregation. How do the leaders collaborate with the minister in enacting the congregation’s ministry? _______________________

7. What are the expectations of the minister? Have they been provided with a written job description? If yes, how was that job description developed and how was it shared with the minister? _______________________

8. How is the minister supported financially by the congregation? How are decisions made about financial compensation and what does that compensation include (and exclude)? How often is the compensation reviewed and re-evaluated? _______________________

9. What values does the congregation consciously support and how do these values fit with bi-vocational ministry? _______________________

10. How do practices within the life of the congregation support (or not support) bi-vocational ministry? ______________________
C. What’s a Minister Worth? Clergy Compensation and Economic Challenges

In the money-conscious culture of the United States, it is not uncommon to hear someone ask about another person with the question, “What are they worth?” It is a question generally recognized to be asking about a person’s wealth – their financial ‘net worth’ – and not about their worth as a human being. Answering the question usually involves a good deal of work; it requires calculating the monetary value of someone’s financial assets left after subtracting their liabilities (mortgages, credit card balances, student loans, car loans, etc.).

When someone asks, “What’s a minister worth?” the answer is usually a bit different; it’s not primarily asking about financial net worth. When a group of people were asked about the worth of their own minister in a workshop at the 2018 Regional Assembly of the Christian Church in Kentucky, no one answered with a reference to their minister’s financial assets. Instead, they spoke of significant experiences of pastoral care, preaching and teaching, and many other ways they value their minister’s work. Some told stories about the way ministers support and equip others in their congregations.

Congregations value ministers who are competent and faithful as ‘pearls of great price.’ They communicate that they value their ministers in a variety of ways. One way to communicate value, of course, is through the compensation they provide for the work of ministers. Ministers spend a great deal of time in their work for congregations – teaching, praying, preparing sermons, leading worship. They equip congregation for ministry and help them envision how to move into the future.

These ministers also have expenses that often include educational debt they incurred preparing for ministry. They have living expenses related to supporting themselves and their families, including spouses, children, and parents. They also need to save for retirement and health care. The compensation congregations provide their ministers helps them meet these needs in addition to communicating that congregations value their ministers and the work they do. However, decisions about compensation for ministers can be complicated.

Financial concerns can have a significant and negative impact on ministers’ well-being. According to research on the well-lived pastoral life conducted by Matt Bloom as part of his Flourishing in Ministry Project, financial well-being is an important dimension of overall well-being in ministry. For some ministers, income from working in the church falls below what is needed to meet normal living needs. Also, some carry debt that may be burdensome. (This may be both educational debt and/or consumer debt.)

Many ministers also carry the burden of ‘worry’ about their finances. This may stem from a lack of confidence in their ability to manage their personal finances or from specific financial concerns. It may also be complicated by the sense of guilt ministers carry about finances. In Bloom’s research, one minister explained it as a “theological challenge” – their calling was to
serve God, so they believed finances should not influence their work or their life. However, financial needs and problems are very real dimensions of ministers’ lives.\(^3\)

As part of the “Conversations on Stewardship and Finances” Project, Disciples ministers serving congregations in Kentucky were surveyed about several areas of specific financial matters in 2015. They expressed the highest level of concern for retirement income, emergency funds, and resources for healthcare. Here are the survey responses on various financial areas:

- **Retirement Income?** 66 percent expressed concern.
- **Funds for emergencies?** 65 percent expressed concern.
- **Resources for healthcare?** 65 percent expressed concern.
- **Providing for dependents in case of my death or incapacity?** 48 percent expressed concern.
- **Providing for vacation and entertainment?** 48 percent expressed concern.
- **Monthly bills and living expenses?** 39 percent expressed concern.
- **Education planning for dependents?** 36 percent expressed concern.
- **Repayment of educational debt?** 18 percent of respondents carried educational debt; 12 percent stated repayment was a problem
- **Repayment of consumer debt?** 88 percent of respondents carried consumer debt; 12 percent stated repayment was a problem.

**Fig. 2 - Household Income of Ministers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Range</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$24,999 or less</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 - $49,999</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 - $74,999</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 - $99,999</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 - $124,999</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$125,000 or more</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the survey respondents indicated they had taken action to increase their own comfort and knowledge of personal finances. These actions included learning from the experience of others, reading books, taking a college course, enrolling in programs of biblical stewardship and financial literacy, and consulting a financial advisor.

The survey also included questions about minister income and compensation from the church. In one question, the ministers were given six income ranges to choose from to report their total household income. These responses indicated no significant difference in household income between bi-vocational and single-vocation ministers. More than 80 percent of the respondents reported an annual household income in 2015 of $50,000 or more.

According to a Census Bureau report, the median household income in the U.S. in 2015 was $55,775, and the median household income in Kentucky in 2015 was $45,215 (www.census.gov). So, the good news was that most ministers in this survey indicated a household income higher than the median income in the United States and in Kentucky in 2015.

In another question, the ministers were asked about salaries. These responses indicated a difference in the salaries bi-vocational and single-vocation ministers receive. In Figure 3, the salaries of bi-vocational and single vocation ministers may be compared. The median annual salary for bi-vocational ministers in 2015 was more than $10,000 and less than $20,000. The median annual salary for single-vocational ministers in 2015 was more than $30,000 and less than $40,000.

Of course, salary does not tell the whole story; it excludes housing and other benefits. Yet, these two graphs reveal bi-vocational ministers appear to be successfully supplementing their salary from the church so their household income is equal to that of single-vocational ministers. The salary responses also indicate a great deal of variety in salary, with some single-vocational ministers receiving significantly less that some bi-vocational ministers.
Redirecting Congregational Conversations about Clergy Compensation:

1. Describe what you consider fair compensation for ministers. How is it different for those who are single-vocational from those who are bi-vocational ministers? How should job expectations for ministers relate to the way they are compensated? 

2. Some conversations get ‘stuck’ due to assumptions that ministers who are generous don’t ask for increased compensation and/or that congregations with limited resources are excused from fairly compensating their ministers. What assumptions exist in your congregation that contribute to difficulty in discussing compensation? How can your congregation move toward expanded conversations within the congregation about compensation and support for ministers? 

3. What is one step your congregation could take to move toward clergy compensation that is connected to God’s desire that Christian relationships be characterized by mercy and justice?
D. Listening to Bi-vocational Ministers—What they Hope Congregations Know

As part of the 2015 survey, Disciples ministers were asked, “What would strengthen your ministry as a pastor?” They were given several options and asked to choose up to three of the options. Figure 4 shows their responses.

**Fig. 4 - What Would Strengthen Ministry as a Pastor?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time with my peers (others in like ministries)</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More time for self, rest</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More time for ministry</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More time with family</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More sermon preparation time</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring from an experienced minister</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More paid time from church with fewer other hours at other job(s)</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those who identified themselves as bi-vocational ministers were significantly more likely than single-vocational ministers to report “more paid time from church with fewer hours at other jobs” would strengthen their ministry. Conversely, single-vocational ministers were more likely than bi-vocational ministers to state that “more time for self, rest” would strengthen their ministry. The ministers also were asked, “Are there other factors related to your work you would like to share?”

Respondents also were asked, “Are there any other factors related to your work you would like to share?” Half of the responses were expressions of need or dissatisfaction; and 18
percent were positive comments; and the rest were neutral. Of the expressions of need and dissatisfaction, 35 percent concerned finances and/or health insurance. For example:

*Due to church revenue concerns I return a lot of my salary to the church. Being a pastor is a mission. Yet, I would like to have a better compensation package without having to worry about the church finances.*

Others expressed a sense of loneliness, saying things like, “I feel very alone in my ministry” and “Clergy need more peer interaction.” Some of the respondents stated they were finding it challenging to deal with changing social norms. Another 18 percent were positive, mostly about bi-vocational ministry and the call to be a pastor. One bi-vocational minister stated:

*I didn’t anticipate, but rather enjoy, that being bi-vocational carries some advantages for the pastor. That fact that most of my income comes from outside the church frees up money for the church to do other things. Also, having another income gives me the freedom to have a more prophetic voice with the congregation. In other words, they don’t own me.*

Other positive comments included expressions of commitment to ministry and caring for God’s people.

In 2018, LTS also had the opportunity to hear from LTS students who serve as bi-vocational ministers on a similar matter. A survey of currently enrolled students in the fall of 2018 included a couple questions related to bi-vocational ministry. When asked if they were bi-vocational ministers, 30 percent of the students reported they were bi-vocational (working at least one job in addition to attending seminary and serving in a congregation). Those students were asked to share what they hope their congregations know about bi-vocational ministry.

Here is what these students told us in relation to bi-vocational ministry and their congregations:

- I hope they know it helps both the minister and the church financially.
- Work schedules sometimes affect the church schedule, and I hope congregations realize how this is stressful for the minister. Congregations that are ‘pastor dependent’ need to adapt.
• I hope they know that even as ‘part-time ministers,’ we are on the clock 24/7. Our time is limited, and we need them to work with us to lead the church.

• I hope they know that juggling is hard! When I began seminary, I had a mortgage to pay and two children in college. As a single parent with these other responsibilities, I have trouble being available around the clock.

• I hope they know that this mode of ministry may be the most practical approach for rural congregations into the future.

• I hope they see that ministry like this takes much time and dedication.

• Two part-time jobs add up to more than one full-time job. I hope they understand that being bi-vocational actually requires us to work more than what we call one ‘full-time’ job.

• I hope they understand how financial needs sometimes make bi-vocational ministry necessary.

• I consider myself in the process of becoming bi-vocational. I am currently an unpaid student minister and a full-time engineer. Soon I will become a part-time solo pastor and a part-time engineer, paid by both. I wish people knew bi-vocational ministry is an option for young people who are considering careers.

• I hope the congregation sees the need for a balance that needs to exist between ministers’ income-generating vocation and the church ministry vocation.

• I hope they realize that just because a minister has an outside job, it doesn’t mean the congregation’s financial/stewardship obligation to support the congregation’s ministry disappears.

• I hope ... they know how to make it workable!

The responses to both the 2015 survey of Disciples ministers in Kentucky and the 2018 survey of students at LTS indicate ministers face challenges related to finances, loneliness, time constraints, and the replenishing of energy. For bi-vocational ministry to be successful, congregations need to appreciate as fully as possible the challenges ministers face trying to meet expectations of the church, their other workplace, and their family.
Many Disciples of Christ congregations in Kentucky are led by ministers who hold employment outside the congregations they serve. These bi-vocational ministers have been a presence in Kentucky for some time, especially in congregations in rural communities and in predominantly African-American congregations. Over the past ten years, the Christian Church in Kentucky (CCK) observed a growing number of congregations intentionally employing ministers whom they expected to hold employment outside of the congregation. During that same time, Lexington Theological Seminary (LTS) became increasingly aware that a number of their graduates were likely to be bi-vocational ministers given the accessibility of its online program. LTS is not alone in recognizing bi-vocational ministry is on the horizon for numerous graduates. According to the Graduating Student Questionnaire of the Association of Theological Schools, 30 percent of graduates from theological schools in the U.S. and Canada in 2017 reported they expect to hold another paid position in addition to ministerial work after graduation, with percentages higher among African-American (57 percent) and Latinx (41 percent) graduates. According to the National Congregations Study III, 34 percent of solo or senior pastors in the United States are bi-vocational. The significant presence of those who serve bi-vocationally within the ministerial population is being noticed nationally and across denominations.

In 2015, LTS launched a research project on the economic implications of bi-vocational ministry on Disciples of Christ clergy and congregations in Kentucky. The research was part of the Conversations on Stewardship & Finances Project at LTS, funded by Lilly Endowment Inc. as part of the Economic Challenges Facing Future Ministers (ECFFM) Initiative. LTS partnered with the CCK in the research project. Both LTS and CCK wanted to know more about the experience of those engaged in this kind of ministry in order to better prepare them academically and to support them more effectively. This article shares some of the themes identified in the research project.

One of the first steps taken in the project was assembling a research advisory team to guide its development. A team formed in 2014 that included LTS staff and faculty as well as Disciples ministers who were familiar with bi-vocational ministry. The group began planning for the research by reflecting and writing on their own perceptions and/or experiences with bi-vocational ministry and the group held conversations about those reflections. Later, after plans for the research were developed, informal conversations were held with bi-vocational ministers who provided helpful feedback. These initial reflections and conversations were time well spent. They sharpened the advisory team’s awareness of ways that many people
think and speak about ministry and about bi-vocational ministry in particular. Bi-vocational ministers shared how they valued their work in congregations yet had the nagging feeling that others, those outside of bi-vocational ministry, did not find the same value in their work. They perceived that others considered their ministry “less than” other forms of ministry. These conversations led the advisory team to a fuller realization of the incomplete portrait of ministry that focuses primarily on ministers as seminary-educated and ordained, then employed, with full benefits, by congregations which are their sole employers. Although swaths of the ministerial landscape were left out of that portrait, it has functioned as the normative way of thinking and speaking within the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) [CC (DoC)] and other mainline protestant denominations in North America for some time.

In a workshop session at the 2014 Regional Assembly of the CCK a number of bi-vocational ministers provided feedback about plans for the project. In a discussion during the workshop they voiced something echoed by other bi-vocational ministers throughout the project; they said, “Please, whatever you do, don’t call us ‘part-time ministers.’” They explained that “part-time” was not the best way to describe a model of ministry which often included responding to hospital calls in the night, attending meetings and engaging in pastoral counseling during the week, as well as preparing for weekly worship and preaching alongside other duties. They made the case that even though bi-vocational ministers have employment outside the congregation and are not paid what others would call a full-time salary by congregations, they are fully engaged in ministry in ways not communicated by the term, “part-time.”

Keeping this in mind, the advisory team began to think of ‘bi-vocational’ and ‘single-vocational’ (rather than ‘part-time’ and ‘full-time’) as ways to describe ministry within the research project. In addition, the research advisory team crafted a working definition of bi-vocational ministry3 that was broad enough to include ministers who were ordained, commissioned, or licensed and whose other employment might be considered part-time or full-time.4 The definition reads: “Bi-vocational ministers are individuals who are licensed, commissioned, or ordained ministers serving in a congregation who also receive income through employment outside the congregation.” This definition was shared widely before launching the research project. Bi-vocational ministers found this a sufficient definition.

**Similarities and Differences for Bi-Vocational and Single-Vocational Ministers**

One interest of the research project was to discover how the compensation of bi-vocational ministers compared to that of single-vocational ministers. To accomplish this, we fielded a survey of 110 Disciples ministers in Kentucky, including 44 bi-vocational ministers, serving Disciples congregations. It was followed later by interviews with bi-vocational solo pastors and lay leaders within Disciples congregations in Kentucky.5

The survey provided insight regarding the ministers’ education, ordination status, compensation and income, the positions and types of congregations in which they serve, the congregations’ stewardship practices, and their economic challenges. The interviews shed light on the experience of solo pastors and lay leaders with their congregations in particular as well as with bi-vocational ministry in general. Results from the survey indicated some significant
similarities and differences between bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers in Kentucky, including:

- Bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers did not differ significantly in terms of race/ethnicity, gender, or marital status; however they did differ by age: 80 percent of bi-vocational ministers were over the age of 50 compared to 48 percent of single-vocational ministers;

- In general, ministers were well-educated (85 percent had postgraduate degrees); however, bi-vocational ministers were less likely than single-vocational ministers to have a postgraduate degree: whereas 97 percent of single-vocational ministers had either a Master’s or Doctorate degree, only 67 percent of bi-vocational ministers did;

- Bi-vocational ministers (58 percent) were less likely to be ordained than single-vocational ministers (94 percent);

- Bi-vocational ministers (73 percent) were more likely to be solo pastors than single-vocational ministers (44 percent);

- Bi-vocational ministers were more likely to serve congregations in rural areas (43 percent), and in congregations with an average weekly worship attendance of 50 or fewer (63 percent), whereas single-vocational ministers were more commonly serving congregations in small towns (52 percent), and in those with an average weekly worship attendance of more than 50 people (88 percent);

- Bi-vocational ministers often had a different experience with congregational budgeting than did single-vocational ministers, partially due to congregational size.6

- There was no significant difference in household income between bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers. However, there was a significant difference in church compensation and salary between bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers;

- The household income of the majority of ministers included employment income from spouses (61 percent of bi-vocational ministers and 56 percent of single-vocational ministers);

- The majority of ministers expressed concern about retirement income (66 percent), funds for emergencies (65 percent), and resources for healthcare expenses (65 percent); and

- Bi-vocational ministers were more likely than single-vocational ministers to be concerned about monthly bills and living expenses (47 percent of bi-vocational ministers and 35 percent of single-vocational ministers).

Despite some significant differences, bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers expressed equal satisfaction with ministry (88 percent responded they were satisfied with their ministry setting). In addition, the majority (82 percent) of bi-vocational ministers were satisfied with bi-vocational ministry in particular. The top three reasons given for serving in bi-vocational ministry were “family demands or needs” (40 percent), “financial decision” (40 percent), and “called to bi-vocational ministry” (37 percent). Following the survey, interviews conducted with bi-vocational solo pastors and lay leaders in congregations explored some of the specific needs, interests, and experiences of bi-vocational ministry.
Financial Stability and Compensation

A central goal of the research project was to discover how bi-vocational ministry relates to the financial stability of ministers and congregations. We found that ‘being bi-vocational’ contributes to financial stability for ministers and congregations. The compensation bi-vocational ministers earned from employment outside the church supplemented what congregations paid and enabled them to serve congregations where fewer financial resources were available.

As mentioned earlier, survey responses indicated the household income of bi-vocational and single-vocational ministers was similar despite significant differences in the compensation they received from congregations. The majority (83 percent) of respondents reported an annual household income of $50,000 or more compared to the median household income in 2015 of $45,215 in Kentucky and $55,775 in the U.S. More than half (54 percent) reported household incomes of $75,000 or more. However, the median salary that congregations paid bi-vocational ministers was between $10,000 and $19,999, and the median salary that congregations paid single-vocational ministers was between $30,000 and $39,999. Likewise, bi-vocational ministers received fewer benefits from congregations than did single-vocational ministers. This indicates that, in general, bi-vocational ministers were successfully supplementing their household income to make it equal to that of single-vocational ministers.

Pastors and congregations interpreted the financial stability related to bi-vocational ministry in several different ways. Some pastors spoke of congregational decline. One bi-vocational solo pastor served a congregation in a community where most of the young families have moved away. He was worried about the congregation’s future, as he knew the congregation struggled to pay its bills. He was satisfied with what the congregations paid him, but he wondered who would take his place when he leaves. The lay leaders of the congregation where he served lamented the increasing costs of “keeping the doors open and the lights on” in their aging church building and wished they could pay their pastor more. Some ministers saw the promise of bi-vocational ministry as a way to ‘jump start’ something new and missional. A bi-vocational solo pastor spoke enthusiastically of her experience leading a new church start. The income and benefits of her full-time employment outside the church allowed the new congregation she served to engage in creative community-based ministry and to work toward financial sustainability. A bi-vocational solo pastor who served in a low income setting for more than 20 years believed that the income and benefits provided through his employment outside the church enabled him to continue serving the same congregation for many years, even amidst serious economic downturns that impacted the surrounding community. He recounted periods of time when the congregation could not afford to pay him. In these various contexts, ‘being bi-vocational’ contributed to improved financial stability for the congregation even though it did not solve all their financial woes.

Conversations about compensation also revealed differing viewpoints in congregations. When asked if they were compensated fairly, the pastors indicated they were compensated fairly by the congregation, although there were times when some had had to wait for their pay. Some even admitted they felt over paid and indicated they would work for much less or without being paid at all. Benefits were not of much concern to most bi-vocational ministers.
interviewed since they already were provided through their other employment or through that of spouses. This finding reflects that what these ministers receive from congregations is not their primary source of income. Their comments also reflected the reality that many bi-vocational ministers, like other ministers, serve congregations for reasons that do not correspond with financial and/or professional interests. The willingness of some to work for little, or nothing at all, may also reflect an ambivalence about money and the payment for ministry that is present within the church at large.

When lay leaders were asked if they thought the congregation paid the pastor fairly, they expressed a variety of opinions about compensation. Some said, “Yes, but…” and used caveats like “under the circumstances” and “based on our budget constraints” to indicate congregations’ financial circumstances kept them from doing more. Others said bluntly that their pastor was underpaid and they wished they could pay more. Most expressed gratitude for the willingness of bi-vocational ministers, theirs in particular, to work for less pay. One lay person said, “I think they [bi-vocational ministers] recognize a need; they are more a part of the people rather than just serving a position and getting paid for it.” However, some lay leaders raised the issue of how much congregations should pay ministers, whether bi-vocational or not. One lay person stated, “I like the minister to be part of the group, the community, to give to the community. The idea that some are fully compensated … hmmm … well, we have people in the church who are on the lower end of the economic ladder, if you will.” A commissioned minister in a different congregation had first-hand experience with the perspective that any payment devalues the work of ministers. He said, “There’s one person I know of who thinks that a minister should work for nothing - a chicken and a pig - that’s it. They think if you got the call, then that’s what you’re supposed to do… and you’re not supposed to be paid.” He went on to defend the practice of paying ministers, specifically mentioning those who earn the M.Div. degree (even though he had not earned the M.Div. himself). He said:

*Look at all the time and effort that most ministers have put into their education. Do they not deserve to have a return on their education? Do you want a good minister? Do you want one who’s well-educated? Do you want them to know what they’re talking about? If you do, you’re going to need to pay them. And if you don’t pay, you’re going to get what you pay for. If someone gets a M.Div. and they don’t have another job, they should be paid a minimum of a teacher’s salary.*

All these perspectives voiced in the interviews reveal that compensation for ministers is a complicated topic. This complexity and difference of opinion are not reserved for congregations with bi-vocational ministers alone, as Daniel Aleshire, the former executive director of The Association of Theological Schools, noted:

*Questions about compensation of ministers are always questions about how much. And, invariably, one person’s definition of too little is another person’s definition of too much. When does salary become so high that it makes the authentic life of service suspect? When is it so low that it makes an authentic life of service impossible?*

However, despite differences of opinion regarding compensation and fairness of pay,
all believed that the ability and willingness of bi-vocational ministers to work for lower compensation was key to financial sustainability for their congregations.

**Call and Response**

Common themes emerged in the interviews regarding how people are called into bi-vocational ministry. When asked how they came to be bi-vocational, pastors indicated: (a) calls to ministry usually come after they are already employed elsewhere; (b) calls to ministry are often in response to a specific congregation’s need; and (c) being bi-vocational gives a unique orientation to the minister-congregation relationship.

Pastors explained they were called to a specific congregation while they had stable employment in that geographic area. In some instances, especially if they had earned M.Div. degrees and were ordained, they went through the regional search and call process. In other cases, a regional minister was looking for potential candidates for a particular congregation or leaders from a congregation reached out directly to them as individuals. In the latter case, they were contacted because they were known in the community through their employment and through active lay participation in a local congregation.10

Several ministers said they were surprised when they were first asked to consider serving a congregation as minister since they had not previously engaged in any theological education or training for pastoral leadership. One of them had never considered single-vocational ministry, but he had been a lay leader in area congregations for years. He eventually considered bi-vocational ministry because he cared about the church and because others were persistent. As he put it, “people would not leave me alone.” Another minister expressed surprise at what was, literally, a call from the congregation where he later became pastor. He explained, “I got a call one day from this church. They were looking for a minister. I immediately asked them why they had called me … I had no training.”

For these pastors, coming to realize they are being called to bi-vocational ministry involved a process of identifying the qualities needed to serve in such a way, despite a lack of preparation for ministry. Since they had not been to seminary and were surprised when someone contacted them, they were called to careful consideration. Here, one described his discernment process:

> Eventually I decided [to respond affirmatively] because I had always tried to determine how I was supposed to be serving. So I kept asking God, “Is this what you want me to do?” Finally I realized I was asking the wrong question. I’ve always asked about serving and now I see this is how God wants me to serve. It was like all of a sudden, “Here is your chance, now go do it.” I accepted their call.

Another pastor explained how the financial limitations of congregations played a key role in discerning his call to ministry. He was serving as a volunteer lay leader in a large, suburban congregation when others suggested he consider becoming a minister. He was skeptical; he was working full-time in a corporation at the management level and said he “didn’t know any ministers who were not seminary trained with at least an M.Div.” However, his pastor persuaded him to enroll in a weeklong course hosted one summer by CCK. At that event, he met ministers serving congregations which could only afford to pay them if they had
additional employment. That’s when it dawned on him there was a “real need” for men and women in the ministry, including those who had not attended seminary. He began his own discernment process at that point and it eventually led to him being the bi-vocational pastor of a small urban church facing significant economic challenges. Like other ministers who were surprised by initial calls to ministry, it took some time for him to see himself in the role. Yet, once these ministers were installed as pastors of their congregations, they became committed to the work and cared deeply for the people.

Several other ministers recounted that they were called into bi-vocational ministry after they had first graduated from seminary and had been ordained. Some had anticipated bi-vocational ministry during seminary but for others it was a change of plans. For those who were considering bi-vocational ministry during seminary, one said the attraction was its “flexibility;” he believed congregations had more flexible expectations of bi-vocational ministers than of those ministers whose employment was “100 percent in congregations.” The other, a woman who entered seminary in her 30s with several years of work experience, had first thought she would be a Christian counselor after seminary and then discovered her gifts for preaching and serving congregations. Once graduated, she found it worked well to bring together the work experience she had gained from her earlier career with the work of serving congregations.

Most who went to seminary before becoming bi-vocational ministers did not expect to do so when they were in seminary. Some of them served congregations as single-vocational ministers after graduating from seminary and became bi-vocational later. For instance, one minister explained he never planned on bi-vocational ministry and turned to it because he could not support himself financially on the income he received from congregations he served. He was disappointed that for years his primary income needed to come from his hourly employment at a nonprofit organization while he also served as a rural church pastor. Another minister said he shifted to become a bi-vocational solo pastor at a small congregation several years after seminary. It was a move that made sense to him over a span of time; he came to a point where he saw “what would be best for his life after trying the full-time route” and he did not regret the shift to bi-vocational ministry. Another who made a similar move did so after dropping out of congregational ministry entirely for a while; he was “burned out.” He found full-time employment in private business and later returned to ministry as a solo pastor in a congregation which had a tradition of bi-vocational ministry. These ministers knew about bi-vocational ministry when they were in seminary, they simply had not expected they would serve that way. One reflected on his thinking during seminary:

*We knew that with a seminary degree we were pricing ourselves out of the range of the little student churches that we had grown to love … I had said, ‘would it not be great to take these skills and this training and put it to work in a church that could not afford it, by having a second job?’*

Although these ministers often came to bi-vocational ministry through indirect routes, they agreed it allowed them to engage in work they’ve been called to do in addition to meeting the financial needs that congregations face.

Once they began serving, these ministers discovered that having income from another
source of employment was more than simply a financial benefit to the congregation. They noted that because ministers were not dependent upon the congregation for their livelihood, they were empowered to engage with the congregation on equal footing. For instance, one of the ministers who began serving for the first time as a bi-vocational solo pastor reflected that – intentionally or not – bi-vocational ministry “created a different dynamic … a different orientation to the church and the whole financial aspect; … they don’t look at you with the attitude of ‘well, we hired you to do that.’” Both ministers and lay leaders indicated that because the congregation was not the minister’s sole employer, bi-vocational ministry resisted the temptation for congregations to think of ministry as the ‘job’ of the minister. Because of the tendency toward increased lay leadership, the compensation that bi-vocational ministers receive from employment outside the congregation does more than impact the financial stability of ministers and congregations, it also casts the minister-congregation relationship in a different light.

Patterns of Leadership Formation

Because many bi-vocational ministers respond to a specific congregations’ needs after they are already fully employed elsewhere in the community, some begin serving a congregation without completing theological education or training for pastoral ministry. Several who were commissioned after becoming pastors spoke of the process of engaging in coursework while also serving a congregation. They said the education helped them develop skills for ministry, provided opportunities to meet with other ministers, and helped them develop their sense of identity as a pastor. Some alluded to the educational process as increasing their confidence and helping the congregation see them more fully as a pastor. Since they are already serving in congregations as pastors, they brought their experience into the coursework even as it helped them reflect on what they were doing, how they were doing it, and how they might do it better.

One of the solo pastors who served a rural congregation spoke at length about his experience of beginning coursework not long after he was installed. He had lived in the area most of his adult life and had worked nearby in secondary and post-secondary education; he had previously met some of the ministers who had served the congregation before he became the pastor. These ministers had been seminary-educated and as an educator himself, he knew well the value of education. Once he was installed, he learned about continuing education opportunities that would fulfill requirements for commissioning. It took him several years to complete the required education. He scheduled courses around his other commitments and took seasonal classes as well as some online courses. He said that while the work was done to meet requirements for commissioning, he also wanted to develop his skills and expand his knowledge in order to be a better minister. He said, “one of the things the search committee stressed [during the search process] … was that they were looking for a spiritual leader. That has stuck with me. I try to provide that as best as I can… I hope that I can fulfill their needs as a spiritual leader.” After being commissioned, he continued to take continuing education courses in the summer and made space in his schedule to attend district minister meetings regularly. Reflecting on the educational experience in the commissioning program, he said that those enrolled in the classes would learn as much, or more, from each other as from the instructors.
Often, he learned how others would respond in a certain situation and they, in turn, would learn from the way he did. He said that his “learning days are not over.” While he did not follow the pattern of attending seminary and being ordained or commissioned before serving a congregation, he demonstrated a commitment to life-long learning that helped help him grow in his faith and develop his gifts and skills for ministry. He surmised that being educated earlier in his life, “in the traditional way,” might have been helpful, but that he knew the skills and insight he brought from his years as a lay leader into his role as a minister were valuable.

A congregation in western Kentucky served by two bi-vocational ministers reflects a pattern described above. The lead pastor of the congregation had served there for most of the previous twenty years. When he began at the congregation he had been working for a number of years at a corporation in a nearby town. Once he became the congregation’s pastor, the income from his employment, as well as from his spouse’s employment, provided the bulk of his financial support. He did not attend seminary before coming to the congregation; instead, over a period of time he pursued education which lead to the CCK commissioning him as a minister. Over the years, he and other leaders in the congregation sought to identify the gifts for ministry in people who were part of the congregation and to nurture them to become pastoral leaders. A few years ago, they saw these gifts for ministry in a young man who was part of the congregation and employed in the community as a full-time fifth-grade teacher in the community. He had been baptized in the congregation as a child and then returned to the community after college. The pastor began mentoring him as a lay leader and then as youth minister and assistant minister. At the time of the interviews this young man was pursuing educational opportunities and working toward becoming a commissioned minister through the CCK.

The pattern of leadership formation where individuals pursue education and training for ministry after they are already serving as ministers is familiar in bi-vocational ministry. It is influenced by the economic challenges faced by congregations – they seek pastoral leadership without the financial resources to support someone who had already attended seminary and would need to relocate to their community to serve their congregation. This pattern of pursuing education for ministry while serving as a minister highlights the ways congregations recognize gifts for ministry among people in different ways and at various life stages. While many enroll in theological education full-time to prepare for ministry (and may or may not return to the same community when they graduate), others remain in the community and serve while also being formed as pastoral leaders. Within both these contrasting patterns the congregation plays an important role in identifying and forming leaders for ministry as do both theological schools and regional bodies which help individuals develop skills for theological interpretation and pastoral leadership, establish relationships with ministry colleagues, and form their own sense of identity as a minister.

Other Valuable Benefits

Congregations identified several benefits to bi-vocational ministry beyond its financial advantages. Pastors believed their ‘other job’ helped strengthen their ministry by helping them broaden their range of skills, expand their network of relationships, and improve their understanding of the lives of people in congregations. Some saw skills from their employment
The interview data suggest that ‘outside’ the congregation helpful ‘inside’ the congregation. For instance, one was a solo pastor for many years while also running a family-owned business and he developed strong financial management skills and a knowledge of investments. He believed his business acumen and financial skills were real strengths he brought into congregational ministry. He commented, “many ministers go to their first church and they look at a financial statement and they don’t know what in the world is going on. They don’t know what to do … I’ve seen quite a few instances where ministers have gotten themselves in trouble financially.” Pastors interpreted these transferable skills differently depending on their employment. One who also worked in local government used her knowledge of community resources to help church members as well as others in the surrounding community. Those who also were teachers saw their relationships of support with students and families in the community interconnected to their ministry in the church. Several commented that working in a secular setting helped them relate to the ‘everyday’ world and better understand the experiences of other people, some of whom were in the pews.

Some ministers also saw benefits of ‘being bi-vocational’ for their own personal ministry. For instance, one of the bi-vocational pastors also was a self-employed potter. He found that sitting at the wheel and making pottery brought a creative dimension that helped him enjoy ministry more and be more productive. He appreciated how the creative process often led to time for contemplation and theological reflection that found expression in his preaching. Some of the ministers also alluded to the benefit of having more than one work environment, explaining that working in more than one place sometimes allowed them to set aside problems temporarily (from both places of employment), consider them from a distance, and put them in a new perspective.

Lay leaders also saw benefits in having a minister who was also employed outside the church, especially when they lived and worked close to the congregation’s location. Some lay leaders saw how their ministers gave congregations more visibility in the community through their relationships and personal encounters with community members at their other place of work. Others noted how this helped the congregation see their community more fully. One lay leader appreciated the way being “out in the public, not just in our congregation” allowed the pastor to perceive the needs of others in the community and bring that awareness into the congregation, giving them a “broader view” of their own community.

**Challenges with Time**

While interviews indicated that ‘being bi-vocational’ increases financial stability for congregations and ministers as well as other valuable benefits, it also comes with something else – time constraints for the ministers. Most pastors reported that time and scheduling were challenges. It was more challenging for some than for others, depending upon the flexibility of their work schedules, their seniority (or lack of it), how much time was spent commuting, as well as the nature of expectations others had of them in their congregations, other places of work, and households.

Three of the ministers had served in bi-vocational ministry for more than twenty years and each of them reported times when they had to take breaks from congregational ministry. For each of them, having other bi-vocational co-pastors or assistant ministers for periods
of time helped them make it through difficult times and allowed them to continue to serve the congregations. Another pastor, who also had a 40 hour-a-week job outside the church, described how for him, scheduling was less of a challenge than was exhaustion. He said, “The biggest thing is that I find myself, over a long haul, being mentally exhausted at times, and the mental exhaustion can lead to spiritual exhaustion … It all hinges on how tired I am, how long I continue to go without real rest.” He was relieved that he had some ‘comp time’ coming and he would get some extra sleep the next week, but more than anything else he lamented that he didn’t have time to be with his spouse in any significant way. Others also reported that their various responsibilities meant time with family members suffered.

Several pastors drove 30 minutes or more to reach the church from their home and some also had to commute to their other place of employment. For many of them, commuting brought additional issues to the scheduling challenges they faced. One pastor had a commute of 75 minutes to the church from where she lived and she always needed to calculate travel time on her weekly calendar. Her commute included a stretch on the interstate and sometimes traffic problems interfered as well. On the other hand, two pastors with commutes of about 30 minutes to the church did not find time or scheduling to be serious problems. What seemed to be the difference for them was that they both had flexibility with their employment outside the church and they served congregations with strong lay leadership and well-articulated (and mutually agreed upon) expectations of the pastor. One of the pastors was at the church building on specific days of the week and then was available to them by phone while he worked primarily at his other job the rest of the week. He praised how lay leaders took care of the rest of the work of the church. The second minister emphasized that when he was first interviewed by church leaders, he had been upfront about the limitations of his schedule and told them, “ … this is the best you can get from me.” He also believed that the commute, as time-consuming as it was, helped him maintain boundaries between church work and the rest of his life. He said, “I am a person who does not like to take work home. Home is home, work is work. That commute does give me time to process … If there is an issue at the church, I process mentally on the commute. So, when I get home, I am not tied up in knots about something that is going on at church.” Again, this pastor expressed confidence in the way lay leaders carried much of the day to day ministry. Other than occasional times when funerals were scheduled at times when he was already working, he found balancing a schedule with two workplaces manageable.

Others with less flexible employment outside the church worked hard to manage their schedules and their energy. One minister admitted, “You get to a point where you are overbooked.” Some knew of bi-vocational ministry colleagues who had experienced significant difficulties in this area, especially when needing to officiate at funerals. For these pastors, their best practices included thinking ahead about potential conflicts and communicating clearly with lay leaders, as well as those in their other place of employment, so that plans were in place for those times when responsibilities at work and at church conflicted. Some described ways they structured their schedules and made adjustments in order to get the work done. One minister, who also was a high school teacher, discussed handling pastoral care issues that emerged during the school day, “If there was an emergency, I was there right after class. If a crisis, I asked the principal to get somebody to cover for me.” Another
minister, who also worked full-time in private business, described how he used vacation days to handle funerals and then gave up days he usually worked at the church to get other work accomplished. A few of them mentioned that technology provided tools that allowed them to work more effectively. One of them said, “Technology probably made it possible for me to be bi-vocational … The fact that my other job is remote means I can do it anywhere as long as I have the internet or a phone... I will do some work here at the church building when it is just unavoidable.” One described the challenges he faced through the years and said often the tight schedule has been a challenge, but it also helped him become more efficient, saying, “I think being bi-vocational has taught me how to schedule and be a better steward of my time. I’ve always been pretty big on time management, but it’s been brought to a more prominent position.” These ministers described how some weeks could require a real balancing act, depending upon work flow.

Another significant consequence of the complicated schedule of bi-vocational ministers related to opportunities to gather with other ministers. Many ministers noted they seldom gathered with ministry colleagues at district or regional gatherings, or at the General Assembly of the CC (DoC). The schedule of such gatherings presented a challenge in themselves; they often are held during times when these bi-vocational ministers had obligations related to their other employment. In such cases, their attendance would have required them to take time off from work, perhaps without pay, or to use vacation time. The cost of attendance at the General Assembly also may have been a factor; it is challenging for smaller congregations, including those with bi-vocational ministers, to fund the travel and lodging expenses often required by attendance of ministers or lay leaders.

However, some expressed a different concern related to the challenge of time; some lay leaders and ministers said they believed that bi-vocational ministry meant “some ministry was not getting done.” Some, especially in those congregations experiencing a declining and aging membership, believed the congregation might be stronger with a minister who could devote more time to ministry, such as pastoral visitation and evangelism. Some lay leaders said they knew of congregation members who were concerned that the minister did not ‘visit enough.’ However, others disagreed and thought visitation was an area where congregation members could do more. In one interview, when discussing how some in their congregation wish their minister would do more visitation, one lay leader said, “I don’t think the thing about visitation is a shortcoming on [the minister’s] part, as much as it is a shortcoming on the congregation’s part for not helping more with that … I feel that if there is anybody that thinks there is not enough visitation being done, they need to step up and do it.” Some pastors also thought more time at the church might make a difference. One said, “I imagine our finances and our attendance would be better if I were here all day, knocking on doors.” Another said, “To be honest with you, I wish they could have someone who would really be here more. It’s probably been a little inconvenient for them, because I’m not available all the time…. since I’m not here every day, all day … conversations may have been missed.”

Lay leaders were aware that congregations with a bi-vocational minister are challenged to be flexible and willing to adjust their preferences in order to respond to the demands of the minister’s time constraints. This was shown in varying ways. One congregation adjusted its Sunday morning worship schedule in order to accommodate their pastor’s work schedule.
Another congregation re-structured its schedule of regular meetings and met on Sundays or Wednesday evenings to make it less difficult for the pastor to attend. These kinds of adjustments not only alleviated the pressure on pastors’ schedules, they also demonstrated a sense that partnership in ministry strengthens bi-vocational ministry. However, some congregations are better than others at doing this, and even in the best of them, much of the real adjustments are left to ministers themselves.

**Highlighting the Role of Lay People**

The most commonly mentioned impact of bi-vocational ministry on congregations was that of increased lay participation. Pastors and lay leaders noted that having a bi-vocational minister nearly went hand in hand with increased participation by lay people. The time constraints imposed by bi-vocational ministers’ employment outside the congregation create openings for lay people to take on ministry roles. Although some congregations had greater lay participation than others, all pointed to increased lay participation as an important and positive impact of bi-vocational ministry.

Pastors who had entered bi-vocational ministry after serving as single-vocational ministers with larger congregations expressed a level of surprise and delight with the collaborative spirit they discovered when entering bi-vocational ministry. One ‘first time’ bi-vocational pastor stated, “It is the most self-sufficient congregation I have ever experienced!” Another said this aspect of bi-vocational ministry contrasted with his previous experience where he had been expected, as the single-vocational pastor, to be responsible for coordinating a great deal of the congregation’s ministry. About his bi-vocational context, he said:

The thing I have noticed is that if someone dies, or someone is in trouble, or if someone is in need, I find out about it only at the point that I am needed. That is, to do the funeral, or whatever. If something goes on in the church … if it snows a lot and the parking lot needs shoveling, I will get a phone call to tell me that it has been handled. They really have a ‘priesthood of all believers.’ It is their church … I am not looked to … to be an administrator. I am there to teach them, give them good Bible studies Wednesday night and on Sunday morning I am the adult Sunday school teacher … and, of course, I preach.

The congregation he served was notable in that it was not struggling to pay its bills and it had well-defined expectations of the minister. Lay leaders saw the role of the pastor as ‘equipping them’ to engage in their ministry as lay leaders of the congregation. A conversation in the hallway at another congregation revealed how lay leaders and the minister there regularly shared in the pastoral visitation week in week out. These lay leaders spoke of how much sense it made for them to share in the pastoral visitation responsibilities since they were in the community every day while their minister was working elsewhere.

Pastors who were licensed or commissioned ministers saw continuity between the role of pastor and the role of lay leaders. One mentioned his own experience as a lay leader when he talked about lay leadership in the congregation, “I do encourage lay leadership a lot,” he said, “I try to get them involved. We have some wonderful lay people who are very capable … Coming from a lay leadership background myself, I certainly try to encourage and promote it in the church.” Another commissioned pastor said, “…it’s drastically increased the
lay leadership … I think it gives them more a sense of... their connection to the church, their ownership of the church.” He discussed the challenges some lay leaders faced regarding work, such as evangelism, they thought was the work of a pastor. He said, “changing that mind set was slow,” but he observed it was changing. He attributed some change to leaders realizing people “weren’t just going to walk in the door” and recognizing several of them could do more work than one minister, especially one with limited time. All agreed increased participation of lay people was key to strong bi-vocational ministry in congregations. Congregations where strong lay leaders partner with ministers in areas such as administration and pastoral care are exemplars of successful bi-vocational ministry.

One minister emphasized how critical the role of lay people can be for bi-vocational ministry. Having served as a bi-vocational minister for more than two decades, he had experienced problems in his own context and he also witnessed colleagues struggle with unrealistic expectations congregations sometimes placed upon them. He said that while some congregations may have had lay leaders who share the yoke of ministry, many others have demonstrated much weaker lay leadership while also expecting their bi-vocational ministers to carry a heavy load. His perspective was also shared by a woman who had been in bi-vocational ministry for a number of years. She explained:

For me, bi-vocational ministry meant serving in a church that could not afford to pay a minister a full-time compensation package, which could include one, some, or all of the benefits of: a living wage or salary, insurance, utilities, pension, education allowance, travel, etc. I always had another means of employment that made it possible for me to serve a small church. Although I received a part-time package, the churches I served expected me to be a full-time minister. Too often the church leadership was weak or did not live up to their expectations as church leaders. The churches also wanted me to either live in the community where the church was located, or as close as possible.

Others also alluded to the need for members of their congregation to participate more fully in ministry and to appreciate the difficulty that ministers face trying to meet expectations at both the church and the other workplace. Bi-vocational ministry often requires support and a re-alignment of expectations among members of congregations - ministers are not meant to carry the load on their own. Such increased participation also helps lay people emerge as leaders and deepen their sense of ministry as a shared vocation of the congregation more than what they may have understood as the professional responsibility of a pastor.

Permeable Boundaries of Congregation and Community

Woven through the interviews with pastors and lay leaders alike was a strong sense of congregations’ connection to the surrounding community. Like other congregations, those with bi-vocational ministers affirm the central importance of connections to their community. However, there may be something about congregations where ministers are employed outside the church that deepens these connections. Clearly, those called into bi-vocational ministry when they were already living and working in the community came into their positions as pastors with pre-established connections to the community. In addition, the increased role that lay leaders can play in congregations with bi-vocational ministers may contribute. As mentioned earlier, bi-vocational ministry is most successful when lay leaders take on significant
roles and responsibility for ministry. A cadre of involved lay leaders may accentuate how the lives of those who gather to worship together on Sundays extend into the community. It is possible that empowered lay leadership within congregations also strengthens congregations’ connections with the community.

Congregations with ministers who reside, work, and pastor in the same community observe their pastor passing through boundaries of church and community on a regular basis. In one congregation in western Kentucky the solo pastor served for more than 30 years while also being employed full-time as a public school teacher. He grew up in the general area and as a child he belonged to a small Disciples congregation in a community just down the road from where he later served as pastor. In his teen years, he began to help lead worship on Sundays, sometimes preaching, leading prayers, and serving communion. When in college, he continued serving as a lay leader in a local congregation. During that time, one of the regional ministers began to discuss with him the possibility of becoming a licensed lay minister. After graduating from college, he began teaching full-time in the area and then, eventually, he became a licensed minister.

When leaders of the congregation were looking for a new pastor all those years ago, they knew they needed someone who would be able to supplement the income they provided, and he fit the bill. He became their pastor while continuing to teach full-time. Through the years, his relationships with students and families within the community were intertwined with his roles as both pastor and teacher. When asked about this, he stated that he considers his ministry and vocation to extend beyond the walls of the church building into the community.

During the years he served as pastor, the congregation cultivated a fruitful relationship within the community. In work led primarily by lay people, the congregation’s ministry included significant outreach and neighborhood development. In addition, they established signature programs that fit with their rural community. Many men and women in both the church and the community were hunters, and in the 1990s the congregation began hosting a breakfast and “blessing of the hunt” on the Thursday before the beginning of modern gun deer season each year. It’s an event where the minister prays for both safety and bounty during the hunting season. A few months later each year, the church hosts a “Wild Game Dinner” where members of the community gather together and bring some of the bounty to share. Most of the work of community-building was led by lay people and the pastor did not orchestrate the work. However, his life-long relationships with others in the area and his understanding of the community played crucial roles in the deep roots of the congregation’s ministry.

Lay leaders and pastors spoke of ways their congregations and members were involved in local service projects and supported civic activities. Regardless of a congregation’s level of involvement in the community, they recognized the importance of caring for those in the community outside their congregation. One lay leader said, “We really need to be reaching out. First of all because it is the gospel, second of all, if we do not reach out, we are going to fade away.” They emphasized the importance of going out into the community rather than expecting the community to come to them. However, some also faced challenges in this area. Some congregations lamented the declining numbers and the aging of their church
membership. Those in rural areas saw the surrounding communities were facing similar problems. Rural areas in Kentucky, especially counties in the western and eastern part of the commonwealth, see the population declining and aging, with lagging birth rates and younger people migrating to other places for better employment opportunities. These challenges can tempt congregations to turn inward and worry primarily about their own survival.

Congregations indicated the importance of aiding their community in various ways, including giving funds for causes and projects, assisting people in need, and participating in ecumenical activities. All the congregations were reaching out to their communities in ways beyond their size. In rural areas and smaller communities, those interviewed highlighted their tightly-knit communities and how church members took part in the community as leaders in civic organizations, served as volunteer fire fighters, and participated in community service groups. For instance, one of the bi-vocational ministers was an elected official in a community close to where he pastored. A few also spoke of their congregation's presence in the community as a "light" to the wider community through witnessing to social justice and fairness to all people. For congregations in urban and suburban contexts, connections to the surrounding community looked different from that of rural and smaller communities, but the interconnections were still there, with ministers reporting the priority of reaching out to specific groups or situations they identified.

Conclusion

Pastors and lay leaders interviewed as part of the LTS research project believe in the value of bi-vocational ministry. In contrast to seeing it as "less than" other forms of ministry, they believe it has unique benefits. Their experience reveals both benefits and drawbacks in having ministers who hold other employment, yet they see it as the model of ministry that is financially sustainable for them. The ministers serve bi-vocationally because they are financially able to and because they know the needs of the congregations they serve. For some of them this has come with experience. One of the "first time' bi-vocational pastors reflected on the way he once viewed bi-vocational ministry. He said, “Regretfully, I can remember a time … thinking, ‘well it is bi-vocational’ or ‘she is bi-vocational, and she could not hack it as a ‘real’ minister.’ It is kind of humbling … to be on the other side of it and thinking, ‘Now, wait a minute, it is real ministry and these folks are working hard.’ I wish I had known, back in the day when I was such an arrogant kid. When I actually walked into this church, I wish I had known how important they were going to become to me …” His sentiments reflected the feelings of others in the interviews which revealed a portrait of bi-vocational ministers who are deeply connected to the congregation and the congregation to their community.

The interviews with congregations revealed that successful bi-vocational ministry relies on more than a minister with a second job that helps pay the bills. It also involves collaboration within congregations and the formation of a sense of ministry that is shared.

Despite challenges they face, bi-vocational pastors are fully engaged in ministry within the congregations they serve. They offer a different portrait of a minister, for they clearly are not a full-service professional. The financial advantages their additional employment provides for congregations has an impact on the minister-congregation relationship which pushes against
the false image of the pastor/professional “who can do it all.” Although some congregations do it better than others, most are working toward a ministry that is a shared endeavor. Such shared ministry involves not only the one who is called ‘the minister,’ but also those who lead and serve in other ways.

Several themes emerged from the interviews that were part of the LTS research project. Conversations with bi-vocational ministers and lay leaders revealed the following for their congregations:

- Bi-vocational ministry contributes to the financial stability for the pastor and congregations;
- Calls to bi-vocational ministry are often in response to a congregation’s needs and financial limitations;
- Individuals frequently become bi-vocational ministers after they already are employed;
- Bi-vocational ministers often pursue theological education and training for pastoral leadership after they are already serving congregations;
- Because bi-vocational ministers are not dependent on congregations for their livelihood, it provides a unique orientation to the minister-congregation relationship; and
- Shared ministry (where lay leadership partners with ministers) is key to successful bi-vocational ministry.

Lay leaders expressed appreciation for their pastors. They believed they gained pastors with ‘real world’ job experience, with a broader range of skills, and greater access to the community. They appreciated their minister who would come and serve them after also working hard at another job, often for 40 hours or more a week. They also appreciated that having a bi-vocational minister contributed to an increased participation of lay people. The drawbacks, of course, were that ministers had less time – to devote to the congregations, to their family members, as well as to the replenishing of their own energy – and it was time that was missed. For the ministry to be successful, congregation members need to appreciate as fully as possible the difficulty that ministers face trying to meet expectations at both the church and the other workplace.

Bi-vocational ministry can be interpreted in various ways. Some see it as a growing trend, almost a ‘sign of the times,’ due to increasing economic challenges that ministers and congregations are facing. Others, particularly those in certain geographic contexts or racial/ethnic communities have a long experience with bi-vocational ministry and say it’s the ‘way we’ve always done it.’ Others, especially those in newer congregations, see its missional potential and point to its more sustainable use of congregational resources and natural connections to the wider community. They describe it as being on the ‘cutting edge’ of ministry.
Endnotes


[4] At the time the research project began most ministers in the CCK were commissioned or ordained. Previously CCK had licensed ministers to serve congregations without educational expectations. In 2009 the term “commissioned minister” came into use in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) with the adoption of the Theological Foundations and Policies and Criteria for the Order of Ministry. CCK grandfathered standing to licensed ministers until they retired. Currently CCK commissions ministers to serve within the Kentucky region and they engage in education through continuing education or certificate programs. Ordained ministers pursue education through academic programs leading to the M.Div. degree or through certificate programs if they are in the apprentice track to ordination. Ordained ministers may participate in the Search and Call process throughout the CC(DoC). Ministers in all three categories currently serve in Kentucky in good standing.

[5] In 2015-2018 thirteen pastors and twenty lay leaders in Disciples of Christ congregations in Kentucky were interviewed about their experiences with their congregations and about bi-vocational ministry in general.

[6] Survey results indicated congregations with bi-vocational ministers tend to have informal practices regarding financial matters and stewardship. However, the difference is explained by congregational size; bi-vocational ministers are more likely to serve small congregations, and small congregations are more likely to have informal practices (i.e. practices regarding written annual budgets, designated processes for developing a budget, estimating income and expenses, reporting financial matters to the congregation, and encouraging giving in the congregation). The topic of practices regarding financial matters and stewardship is not addressed in this article.


[8] While benefits were not much concern for most ministers interviewed in the project, it is important to note that the survey results indicated this may not be true for all bi-vocational ministers. Benefits are of concern for some, just not most of those who were interviewed.


[10] None of the ministers interviewed for the project relocated in order to respond to their calls to bi-vocational ministry. They all resided in the general area of the congregations’ locations and several commuted. However, some bi-vocational ministers do relocate when called to a congregation and this requires them to find new employment or to have ‘portable’ employment that allows them to relocate with less difficulty.

[11] While most of the bi-vocational pastors interviewed reported that time and scheduling were challenges for them, it is important to note that the survey results indicated this also was a concern among single-vocational ministers. Responding to the survey question, “What would strengthen your ministry as a pastor?” the option of “more time for self, rest” was chosen by 43 percent of single-vocational ministers compared to 21 percent of bi-vocational ministers.


F. Further Reading about Bi-Vocational Ministry


**About Lilly Endowment Inc.**

Lilly Endowment Inc. is an Indianapolis-based private philanthropic foundation created in 1937 by three members of the Lilly family — J.K. Lilly Sr. and sons J.K. Jr. and Eli — through gifts of stock in their pharmaceutical business, Eli Lilly and Company. While those gifts remain the financial bedrock of the Endowment, the Endowment is a separate entity from the company, with a distinct governing board, staff and location. In keeping with the founders’ wishes, the Endowment supports the causes of community development, education and religion and maintains a special commitment to its hometown, Indianapolis, and home state, Indiana.

230 Lexington Green Circle, Suite 300
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
www.lextheo.edu
History of Lexington Theological Seminary

Lexington Theological Seminary is the oldest professional ministerial school related of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). The Seminary dates its founding from 1865 when it was The College of the Bible, one of several colleges of Kentucky University (later Transylvania University). The College of the Bible acquired its own charter in 1878 and it occupied buildings on the campus of Kentucky University until 1950. At its centennial in 1965, The College of the Bible was renamed Lexington Theological Seminary.

The College of the Bible began requiring an undergraduate degree for admission in 1936. Two years later the school played a leading role in the formation of The Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, the official accrediting agency of theological institutions. Lexington Theological Seminary also established one of the first chairs in religious education in the nation, instituted one of the first courses on the ecumenical church, and was the first seminary in the United States to offer clinical pastoral training as part of its curriculum.

Lexington Theological Seminary strives to prepare faithful leaders for the church of Jesus Christ, and, thus, to strengthen the church’s participation in God’s mission for the world. Four strategic imperatives have guided the school since set by the Board in 2013: academic excellence and relevance; financial equilibrium and growth; sustenance of pastors in ministry; and cultivation and development of a quality place to study and work. These strategic imperatives provide the lens through which the Board affirms the vision, mission, and core values of the institution and attempts to honor the best of its traditions, while charting a new path as an online, congregation-based seminary. This innovative educational model has proven to provide expanded access to a rigorous theological education and introduce LTS to a new generation of Disciples and ecumenical partners.